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Two-thirds of new HIV/AIDS cases are from male-to-male homosexual sex, i.e., sodomy (anal intercourse). —
MassResistance E-letter December 8, 2019

God’s Artistic Palette in Paulie and Ruth
https://email.althahosting.com/campaigns/xj418y7ha3998

December 1st was World AIDS Day. I learned about it from my friend Brian Camenker. He’s still faithfully leading the charge against all things “gay” from his home state of Massachusetts. His cleverly named group is MassResistance. He’s been on the front lines of this fight for as long as I can remember. I love his work.
He points out the dishonest and deadly nature of the global “education” campaign and writes, “LGBT activists, and
their enablers in the medical establishment, hope that playing the sympathy card will cover up the fact that the biggest risk for getting HIV/AIDS is still anal intercourse – the prime sex practice of ‘men who have sex with
men’ (i.e., ‘gays,’ bisexual men, and other men who practice sodomy).”
The World AIDS Day campaign logo celebrates “love” instead of avoidance of the behaviors that cause AIDS. Camenker writes, “As with everything else it does, instead of telling people the truth, the powerful LGBT movement
uses ‘World AIDS Day’ as a propaganda tool. It is largely targeted at young people whom – they hope – will not be
dissuaded from partaking in anal sex. Rather than talking about how the disease is spread, they create an emotional
campaign portraying HIV-positive people as victims of a cruel and heartless society.”
Brian goes on to detail, with graphic evidence from the World AIDS Day material itself, the truth about this evil.
Expose yourself to the facts here: https://www.massresistance.org/docs/gen3/19d/World-AIDS-Day-vs-truth/
index.html
Camenker’s observation about how they accomplish their goals is worth repeating a hundred times. I’ll share it
once more, “They create an emotional campaign portraying HIV-positive people as victims of a cruel and heartless
society.” The masculine virtues of Christianity have been in the crosshairs of this diabolical campaign in the West
from the beginning. Every other religion, especially ones with an exaggerated culture of masculine power like Islam, are not just tolerated — they are embraced as if exposure to LGBTism has the power to make them better.
Muslims play along, of course. It serves their goal of bringing the entire world under the boot of their legalistic ideology. Subversion is authorized under Islam, just as it is a favorite tactic of the LGBT mob.
The “cruel and heartless society” in the West is Christian, according to this propaganda. Christianity has victimized
homosexuals, according to their twisted narrative. Nothing, of course, could be further from the truth. Christianity’s victim is Jesus Christ. And He rose from the dead victorious. A Christian life follows the same dramatic arc.
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Ours is a life of creation, sin and redemption. There’s no sense of being a victim among Christians. And Christians
don’t make others into victims. The fact that the “gay” appeal to pity is so successful demonstrates the profound
weakness of Christian understanding and training in the West.
Christians don’t extend compassion to others out of a sense of pity. That’s heartless and cruel. Christians are always more concerned about the soul of a man, than about his body.
As an aside, Christianity has been exorcised from welfare and health care in America as if it were a demon. All
that’s left of the once great Western Christian practice of healing is money and nature (biology). The only thing we
“care” about is the body. That’s all that we’re allowed to care about. Nary a thought is given to the spirit of a man.
This rabid materialism has produced a horror of machines, screens and forms.
If true love of the body were our rule we would respond to sodomy with condemnation. That’s God’s way. It’s
nature’s way. That’s putting concern for the soul and spirit of a man over fixing the body. Brian Camenker proves
in his article that it is also what the facts demand. “Gay” ideology is quite literally destroying millions of people all
over the world.
That is obviously not because of Jesus Christ and His followers. Christianity condemns equally all lust-based decisions — not just same gender ones. Christianity brings a man and woman together inside a miraculous life-giving
sacrament called marriage. Inside this arrangement love blossoms into children, grandchildren and future generations. The family built with virtues atop a Christian marriage endures dramatically. It enriches and fulfills a man’s
life. It ennobles and elevates a woman. She is exalted. She spends a lifetime becoming a living, breathing miracle
called a mother.
I know. I’m a front row witness to this miraculous transformation. I see it in the boldest colors of God’s artistic
palette in both my wife, and her mother. They are a Mona Lisa of Christian love for their families. And this in
spite of my infinite inability to provide all that I should as a husband and son-in-law in love with Jesus. He continually makes up for my failings.
This is the beauty of the Christian religion. We must always and forever fight the devil’s cruel campaigns against
our heavenly Father, and His good news for all mankind.
Amen.
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